
Square	  of	  Life	  Comparisons	  
Chief	  Kamiakin	  Elementary,	  Mrs.	  Barrom,	  4th	  Grade	  
	  
The	  following	  is	  a	  compilation	  of	  student	  created	  reports	  that	  share	  our	  Square	  of	  Life	  
findings	  to	  those	  of	  schools	  in	  Western	  Washington,	  New	  Jersey,	  Indiana,	  Ohio,	  
Pennsylvania,	  Virginia,	  Canada,	  Hawaii,	  California,	  Arizona	  and	  Florida.	  Students	  were	  
asked	  to	  compare,	  contrast	  and	  draw	  conclusions.	  Unfortunately,	  most	  of	  our	  reports	  lack	  
the	  final	  component.	  These	  reports	  were	  our	  first	  opportunity	  to	  create,	  edit,	  and	  revise	  a	  
shared	  document	  using	  google	  drive.	  This	  aspect	  of	  technology	  use	  was	  really	  exciting	  for	  
us!	  We	  may	  have	  gotten	  carried	  away	  exploring	  the	  technology	  instead	  of	  writing.	  But,	  we	  
did	  learn	  that	  while	  our	  schools	  were	  located	  in	  different	  parts	  of	  North	  America	  we	  had	  
similar	  findings.	  We	  decided	  that	  climate	  played	  an	  important	  role	  in	  the	  types	  of	  flora	  and	  
fauna	  found	  in	  the	  different	  squares	  of	  life.	  Students	  were	  very	  excited	  for	  the	  deSilva	  
students	  observation	  	  of	  a	  lizard.	  We	  are	  looking	  forward	  to	  conducting	  the	  project	  again	  in	  
the	  spring	  so	  as	  to	  compare	  and	  contrast	  our	  findings	  by	  season.	  We’ve	  predicted	  that	  both	  
our	  playground	  squares	  and	  our	  wildlife	  area	  squares	  will	  be	  a	  lot	  busier	  with	  living	  things	  
in	  the	  spring.	  
	  
Student	  Reports	  

Square of life project cv gl mc na 
Our square of life project school in indiana the teacher's name was jamie  had bugs plants 
and nonliving things like. Ants frogs flying bugs and they only found grass for plants and 
for non living they only found a big rock dirt and mud. The other school from ohio the 
teachers name is kathy  for plants they only found a ant a beatle and a flying bug for 
plants they found a bush a mushroom/fungus and a tree and weeds for non living they 
found dirt mud paper plastic and small rocks. Our class only found a ant a beetle flying 
bugs and a spider and worms and for plants we found a tree grass and weeds for non 
living we found dirt mud paper plastic small rocks. We went to the wetland and we saw 
shotgun bullets and little fish. 
SQUARE OF  LIFE!!! 
Our square of life project had bugs and insects. The kind of bugs and insects were 
worms,ants,a betal and a gnat.Some Non-Living thing's are grass,dead grass,a betal,a 
gnat,small rocks and dirt.Most of the thing's that we found were dead because 2 of our 
partners killed most of the Non-Living things.Then in November 13 our class went to the 
wet land that wasn't so wet.My other group found NOTHING.All we found was Non-
Living things.The Non-Living things we found was ONLY ROCKS AND DIRT!!!But it 
was fun digging in the dirt.And thats what we found and the wetland and at our school!!! 
 
OUR SQUARE OF LIFE PROJECT  
We saw a beetle and also a small fly, dirt and rocks also saw a worm and some of  our 
classmates saw garbage. In the wildlife center the Yakima river was by all the bird nests 
and the dirt was all watery and the bird that we saw the most was a hummingbird and I 
thank chuck for Letting us see an actual owl pellet also for taking out the bird nest. 

 
 



SQUARE OF LIFE 
Our square of life we saw ants and flies and beetles and when we went to the wildlife center we 
saw bullets and fish and we saw dry grass. We went to the shrub steppe and we found a skull of a 
coyote and we saw eggs and we saw wasps and they were to slow to react and the moths liked to 
stay on you because They were the moths that liked to stay on you and eat the clothes that you 
were wearing and in the wetland they were still fixing the land searching for animals, plants and 
non living things. 

   
OUR TEAM LOOKING FOR INSECTS. 

	  

	   	  



Square of life! 
Hi our names are Analyssa, Edgar, and Cecilia.  Our group worked together and we 
found black ants, beetles, flying bugs, spiders and worms. This is our animal data. 
Plants: We had grass, weeds, trees. We think things are dead. We also found all 
our things at the playground.  
Non living things: we found dirt, mud, paper, plastic, small rocks. Our playground is 
mostly grass fields. 
Another class found the same animal data as us. Also they found a slug, a centipede, 
a baby grasshopper, daddy long legs, and a moth. 
Plant data: they found grass, weeds, trees. They also found seed pods,and moss. 
Non living things: they found dirt, paper, plastic, mud, small rocks. Also they found 
animal scat, pieces of hay, bark, dead leaves, sticks, feathers, wood chips, and dead 
roots. 
The other class we looked at they found ants, beetles, flying bugs, snails, spider,  
they found different insects and rolypolys, slugs and types of insects you see in a 
yard or garden. 
Their plant data: they saw bushes, grass, mushrooms, trees, weeds, and mostly 
grass and moss. 
Non living things: they seen big rocks,dirt,mud paper,plastic and small rocks.They 
also seen trash. And we didn't see big rocks. 
Animal Wildlife 
We took a field trip to the wildlife area and found some similar things like deads 
leaves, insects and grass and the weather was cold.  We also found some eggs and 
examined the things we found. Next there were people helping us out on what the 
object was and where they were. Then there was a lot of things that made me 
remember about our square of life project and we saw a lot  of dirt, grass and 
trees.  
Sincerely, Cecilia, Analyssa, Edgar I.  
	  
Hi my name is J'Naya we did are square of life in the back of our   playground. We saw 
an ant, beetle, flying bugs, spider, worm. For our plant data we saw grass, trees, weeds. 
For our nonliving things we had dirt, mud, paper, plastic, small rocks. We went to the 
wildlife area and we saw non living things because it was too cold. We saw gun bullets 
and some skulls out at the wildlife area. 
	  
	    



Chief Kamiakin is in Sunnyside, WA. We are a group of three. We saw a beetle, ants, 
flying bugs, spiders and we saw a lot of bugs. 

The school Carl Fisher has ants, beetles, flying bugs, snails, spiders and worms. 

The school Powhattan had ants, beetles, flying bugs, snails, spiders and worms. 

Chief Kamiakin Carl Fisher Powhattan 
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Square of life project 
Our school grades are 1st to 5th. Our school works real hard to help students learn new things. 
Also our school has a lot of rules to keep students safe. We have a class set of iPads there are 26 
students in our classroom. In Chief Kamiakin there is two playgrounds. 

In Chief Kamiakin we have lots of children that they take care of us. Pine Lake Elementary has 
the same things that we have in Chief Kamiakin Elementary. Pine Lake Elementary found big 
insects because it's hot over there in Pine Lake Elementary. In Chief Kamiakin elementary we 
were doing square of life in October and we found two tiny little worms and a tiny tiny little bug 
that was kind of baby green. There were lots of insects that our whole class found outside the 
playground. There are lots of insects inside the grass in the dirt. 

In our square of life we found two worms because there are lots of worms inside the grass 
because sometimes it rains at night or day for some hours or minutes. 

Chief Kamiakin Pine Lake Elementary St. Louis  
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Square of life 

Hi this is Mrs. Barrom's 4th grade class from Chief Kamiakin in Sunnyside, Washington. 
This is what we found we found when we did the square of life we found, ant, beetles, 
flying bugs, spiders, worms, grass, trees, weeds, dirt, mud, papers, plastic, and small 
rocks. We really like to do the square of life we are so lucky. Where we did our square 
of life the grass was kind of dry. We also did a square of life on the field trip. 

Also Goodnoe had ant, spiders, flying bugs, trees, weeds, dirt, plastic and small rocks 
just like we had. They also had ants, spiders flying bugs, worms trees, weeds, and 
plastic. Desilva had ants, beetles, flying bugs, snails, worms, grass, bushes, big rocks, 
dirt, mud, plastic and small rocks. Jesse had ants, beetles, flying bugs, spiders, snails, 
worms, bushes, grass, but they had mushrooms, big rocks, dirt, metal, mud, paper, 
plastic, sand and finally small rocks. 

We also went on a fieldtrip to a wildlife center. We found lots of thing like tracks. Also 
paths and a beaver den, a deer that was scratching its antler on wood. We said it was 
so cool to see. We're so happy when we got to go to the field trip. There were two 
people that helped us do stuff their names are Chuck and Janet they were so fun. 

You have to love to do the square of life if you didn't do you should do this at your home 
to find some cool animals under ground. 

Sincerely, Angela  Sasha  Jr   

                                
  

	  



Square of Life!!! 
Our team name is Sandra and Genesis and Edgar. Our teacher is Mrs. Barrom and our school is 
CHIEF KAMIAKIN!!!! And we did our square of life in our playground. Starting with animal 
data first we saw ants, beetles, flying bugs, spiders, worms. Next we go to plant data we saw 
grass, trees and weed  for last, we did Nonliving data we saw dirt, mud, paper, plastic and for last 
small rocks. As you can see we compared Bay view  and  our school  it is different because Bbay 
View has snakes and we don't. Now we are going to plant data they have bushes and mushrooms. 
Now  NonLiving data they have big rocks and we don't. 
Finally, WE ARE SURPRISED OF HOW MUCH  Different PLACES THERE IS WITH  
DIfferent  ANIMALS AND PLANT And WE SAW A SPIDER  WEB AND A SPIDER ON 
THE TREE AS YOU CAN SEE THE PICTURE  WILL SHOW YOU OUR SQUARE OF LIFE 
WE DID also, and there square of life  are much the same as our’s because they have plastic and 
small rocks  and we do and then we learned different things for (ex.) animals habitat  and what 
they eat and how they look and that it what we learned about square of life also we compared 
bay view and union. 
By, 
EDGAR.E 
SANDRA.D 
GENESIS.O 

Square of Life 

Hello our school’s name is Chief Kamiakin and our school is not very clean but in the 
playground  we have a lot of interesting stuff . In our square of life we found beetles , ants, 
worms , flying bugs ,  and spiders. In are plants data we found green grass, weeds, and trees . 
In are non living data we also found plastic, small rocks , paper and dirt. All of these things 
we found in our square of life . A lot of trees were surrounding us and grass. We  also did a 
square of life in the Sunnyside Wildlife Area in the wetland  and all we found  was  jack 
rabbits scat and we inferred that it was living there. Anyway that’s what we found in our 
square of life! 

In Ruckers Elementary  school  they found  ants , beetles, flying bugs, and worms. In the 
plants data  they found grass and trees . Also in their non living data they found mud , dirt , 
and plastic . They found little bit of there things but it really doesn't matter . I infer that our  
school  and this school  are different because if only Ruckers elementary school had spiders 
on the animal data yours   and   ours  would be the same. Also in the plant data and the 
nonliving data  because  you don't  have weeds in the plant data and in the nonliving data you 
don’t have small rocks, and  paper. By the way your school sounds awesome! 

In the school Four Peaks elementary school in the animal data they have ants , flying bugs, 
and spiders . Next in their plants data they green grass , trees , and  weeds .Also in their 
nonliving data  they have dirt, paper,  small rocks , and sand . They mostly don't  have the 
same as our school because we don't have sand . Anyway your school sounds awesome.   

SINCERELY,  Christina  Marcoz  Alberto 



 

  

 

	  	  

	  

Our	  Trip	  to	  the	  Sunnyside	  Wildlife	  Area	  Restoration	  Project	  


